
Pat Iyer of Legal Nurse Business to be
Featured on Close Up Radio

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

June 19, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Are

you an aspiring legal nurse consultant

looking to start your own legal

consulting business? Are you hoping

for more legal consulting cases? Do

you wish to attract the very best

attorney clients? Do you desire the best

outcome on every case? In a time

marked by rapid change that is rapidly

expanding and transforming the

healthcare sector, Legal Nurse

Business is a beacon of leadership and

transformation, spearheaded by its

visionary founder and CEO, Pat Iyer.

Over her thirty-year illustrious career,

Pat’s notable achievements as a legal

nurse consultant have established her

as an accomplished business leader

with a mission to assist entrepreneurs

in navigating the challenges of breaking into the business, avoiding the pitfalls along the way,

and helping legal nurse consultants achieve exceptional results. With Pat as your mentor and

coach, you will learn the necessary skills to start or grow your business to help you develop the

right strategies to improve operations, drive growth, and maximize profits.

A seasoned business coach, educator, and author of 69 books including How to Analyze Medical

Records: A Primer For Legal Nurse Consultants, How to Be a Successful Expert Witness, and

Writing Handbook for LNCS, Pat has demonstrated her expertise in the legal nurse consulting

industry. For decades, she has brought innovative and transformational change fueled by her

passion for creating positive impact and driven by her talent in helping others achieve results.

Her dedication in assisting attorneys with medical-related cases demonstrates her expertise in

both healthcare and the legal system. She offers pertinent comprehensive solutions to the

multifaceted issues and challenges facing today’s healthcare organizations.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Pat believes in motivating others and celebrating their successes.

She has aptly taken all the experience she has learned throughout the years and applied a

comprehensive approach to her work in effective and efficient ways.  Besides her unique, highly

effective coaching program, Pat provides numerous resources through her books, courses,

webinars, and DVDs that equip LNCsgenerations with the skills they need to succeed in today’s

fast-paced world.

As a testament to her dedication and impact, Pat’s leadership at Legal Nurse Business not only

addresses the immediate needs of her clients, she also sets the stage for long-term success and

innovation. Under her guidance, Legal Nurse Business is not just a run of the mill coaching firm,

it is a dedicated partnership blending her strategic insights that enable her to offer unparalleled

advice and strategies.

Legal Nurse Consultants (registered nurses who partner with attorneys on medical-related

cases,) spend much of their time educating attorneys, thus bridging the gap between medicine

and law. Therefore, they are exceptionally qualified to put medical terminology and the

complexities within the healthcare system into easy-to-understand terminology for the judge

and the jury.

Pat loves the thrill of being her own boss and encourages aspiring entrepreneurs to take

advantage of the plethora of benefits such a career has to offer. However, she strongly advises

that to excel as an LNC you need the skills, knowledge, and confidence that her coaching services

provide.

Pat found her calling due to her own personal life experiences. As an experienced entrepreneur

and business owner herself who once faced bankruptcy earlier in her career, she decided to use

her talents for building and growing businesses to help other business owners reach their goals

and find a blueprint to success. Through her unique coaching and mentoring, she has helped

hundreds of individuals gain the tactics, skills and insight to achieve professional, financial and

personal growth. She assists LNCs to understand what goes into running a business that brings

sustainability and scalability.

Pat points out how being an entrepreneur has rewards and paybacks but also has unwavering

commitments. She says you need to know how to make excellent hiring decisions, proofread

reports, supervise people effectively, juggle various roles, and avoid the proverbial burnout. As

many medical cases are highly technical, you must have practical skills like creating invoices,

follow-up on overdue invoices, as well as the insight on how connect well with people in the

industry. No matter how good you may be at marketing yourself, Pat says, if you can’t produce

work that attorneys respect, you will not find success. You must not only know how to attract

people to you, but how to close a sale with an attorney as well as all the ins and outs of running

a business.



Legal nurse consulting is evidently a high stakes field, Pat emphasizes, but one that is gratifying,

exciting, and unequivocally rewarding.

With the healthcare industry dramatically experiencing a shortage of nurses not to mention the

aging baby boomers who are looking to retire, she encourages enthusiastic talented individuals

to consider a career in nursing where today there are so many exciting and lucrative roles.

Regardless, we always will need appropriately trained and educated nurses.

Today Pat is primarily focused on continuing to educate legal nurse consultants, writing her

popular blog, business coaching, and creating much needed courses on legal nurse consulting.

Pat cautions individuals to be wary of online courses or community colleges that are overpriced

and of ill quality. Make certain to register with highly reputable ones and once you have

completed a program, Pat will work with you so you can learn how to acquire clients and run the

most effective business you have ever dreamed of.

Don’t miss Patricia Iyer’s interview with Jim Masters. She will reveal her expertise on how to build

your business coaching and consulting practice, discuss her personal journey, and share her

latest insights that will motivate and inspire you.

Close Up Radio will feature Pat Iyer in an interview with Jim Masters on Thursday June 20th at 11

a.m.  EST

Listen to the show on BlogTalkRadio

If you have any questions for our guest, please call (347) 996-3389

For more information, visit https://legalnursebusiness.com/
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